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The strict topology j3 on the space C(S) of bounded complex valued 
continuous functions on a locally compact space 5 was introduced by 
R. C. Buck [ l ] and has been studied by Glicksberg [4] and Wells [9], 
Among the problems in mathematics which have seen successful 
applications of the strict topology are various ones in spectral syn
thesis (Herz [6]) and spaces of bounded analytic functions (Shields 
and Rubel [8]). In spite of these successes there has as yet been no 
detailed investigation of the relationship between this topological 
vector space and its adjoint. This is an announcement of some results 
from an a t tempt a t such an investigation. The complete proofs, as 
well as those of some additional results and extensions of the present 
theorems, will appear elsewhere. 

In particular we are interested in a question posed by Buck. Is 
C(S) with the strict topology a Mackey space? As yet no character
ization of those spaces S for which the answer is affirmative is avail
able. However, we can prove a much stronger result whenever S is 
paracompact—a class which includes all <r-compact spaces and topo
logical groups. 

In the following Co(S) will denote the subspace of C(S) consisting 
of all functions which vanish at infinity, and CC(S) those which van
ish off some compact set. If <t>(EC(S) then let N(<t>)— {s:<£(s)3^0J, 
spt(4>)=iV(4>)- (the closure of N(</>)), I W U ^ s u p {|<£(s)| : * € $ } , 
and Vi-{/GC(5):||«fIUsi}. 

The strict topology j8 on C(S) is defined by the neighborhood basis 
a t the origin consisting of the sets { V+: #GCo(S)}. Some of Buck's 
results are tha t C(S)p is complete, the /3-bounded and norm bounded 
subsets of C(S) are the same, CC(S) is j8-dense in C(S), and the 
adjoint of C(S)p is M(5) , the space of bounded regular Borel measures 
on S. 

We will denote by "/3-weak *" the weak star topology on M(S) 
1 These are some of the results from the authors doctoral dissertation written 
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which it has at the adjoint of C(S)&, in order to distinguish it from 
the weak * topology which M(S) has as the adjoint of the Banach 
space Co(S). 

The remaining notation will be standard as is found in [3] and [7]. 
A set HC.M(S) is /3-equicontinuous if and only if there exists a 

<t>GC0(S) such that HCVl-lnEMiS): \ffdfx\ g l for all fGV*}. 
Therefore a characterization of the sets Vj is a necessity and is given 
by the following theorem of Glicksberg [4]. His proof is, however, 
quite complicated, and we will sketch a simple one. 

THEOREM 1. If <t>Ç~C0(S), then V^fjut ju vanishes off iV(<£) and 
| |M/*NI}. 

PROOF. Define the map TV C(S)p->C0(S) by 7V(/)=0/ . Let J3* 
- t h e unit ball of M(S). Then T* is continuous and, if T%\ M(S) 
-*M(S) is its adjoint, it is easy to see that Vj = r J (JB*) =» {<j>p: 
\\v\\ g l } . I t now quickly follows that V% has the required form and 
the proof is complete. 

I t should be realized that functions of the form \/<f> are not very 
manageable. Hence, an alternate characterization of /3-equiconti-
nuity which avoids this is desirable, and is given by the following re
sult. 

THEOREM 2. A set H<ZM(S) is fi-equicontinuous if and only if (1) H 
is uniformly bounded and (2) for every e > 0 there is a compact set 
KCS such that \n\ (S\K)^efor all txÇ.H. 

The weak topology on M(S) is the same whether we consider 
M(S) as Co(S)* or C(S)p*> because the strong topology on C(S)p 
is exactly the norm topology; i.e., C0(S)** = C(S)p**. In particular, 
if S is the space of positive integers then C(S)=l°°, M(S)=l1

1 and 
(/°°, j8)** = Z°°. Thus the j8-weak * and weak topologies on I1 are the 
same. By using the Eberlein-Smulian Theorem [3, p. 430] and the 
well-known fact that in I1 weak and norm convergence of sequences 
is the same, we arrive at the following theorem. 

THEOREM 3. A subset HQl1 is fi-equicontinuous if and only if H is 
fi-weak * (weakly) countably compact (i.e., every sequence in H clusters 
fi-weak * to an element of ll). 

We are now in a position to prove the principal theorem of this 
note. 

THEOREM 4. If S is paracompact and HQM(S) is fi-weak * count-
ably compact then H is fi-equicontinuous. Consequently C(S)p is a 
Mackey space. 
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PROOF. We sketch the proof when 5 is (r-compact. Let 5 = U"-,i Dn 

where Dn is compact and DnC'mt Dn+i (the interior of Dn+i). If H 
is not j8-equicontinuous then we may find an e > 0 and a sequence 
{(Mn, <£n, Kni Un)}Z-i having the following properties: (a) fXn&H, 

<t>n&Cc(S)1Kn is compact, Un is open in S with Z7W"~ compact, Un~~f^Kn 

= D , |J0n||oo = l , and spt (<t>n)CUn; (b) DwUi£nU£7w~Cint 2S:n+i; 
(c) |Mn(C/n) |>e/4; (d) |Mn| ( 1 7 . X | / M M » | + e / 8 . 

From these conditions it follows that 5 = U ^ int i£n , 
^ = Un-i spt (</>n) is closed in 5, and if x== {a^n)} "-i£Z°° then /x(s) 
^ 52«°=i x^n)(t>n{s) defines an element of C(S) with ||/*||oo==||xIU-
Hence T: Z00—»C(S) defined by JT(X) =ƒ* is a linear isometry. Further
more, T: (Z00, p)->C(S)p is continuous, and therefore if T*: M(S)->ll 

is its adjoint then T*(H) is j8-weak * countably compact in Z1. Using 
Theorem 2 for Z1 and condition (d), we now obtain a contradiction to 
condition (c) on our sequence. This completes the proof. 

This same method proves the general case if one chooses the sets 
Kn in a prudent manner. However this method cannot work if S is a 
pseudocompact noncompact space. 

THEOREM 5. If £20 is the space of ordinals less than the first uncounta
ble ordinal with the order topology then C(0o)j3 is not a Mackey space. 

PROOF. Let H be the /3-weak * closed convex circled hull of all the 
measures of the form ^[5(tf> — S<«+D], where 8(d) is the unit point mass 
a t 5, 5 is a nonlimit ordinal, and 5 + 1 is its immediate successor. Then 
H is j8-weak * compact but is not /3-equicontinuous. 

Let us close by pointing out some applications of our main theo
rem. In a paper by J. Dieudonné [2] several modes of sequential 
convergence in M(S) are discussed when S is compact. More pre
cisely, if {jjLn} and JU. are in M(S) and $ is a given class of functions, 
all integrable with respect to | ju | and | jun | f or n ^ 1, he gives a condi
tion C such that /<£d/jn--»/</><2ju, for all $£<£ if and only if {fxn} satis
fies condition C and jun—tyi weak *. We can improve his results in 
three ways. First by using the concept of /3-equicontinuity we can 
generalize all these theorems to locally compact spaces (note that 
/3-equicontinuity implies that S is "approximately compact" with 
respect to the measures involved). Also, most of the arguments used 
in the necessity proofs of condition C have a noticeable similarity 
with one another, and in every case this necessity proof can be 
achieved by a judicious application of Theorem 4. Finally, we are 
able to improve some of Dieudonné's results. As an example we state 
the following theorem (see [2, pp. 32 and 35]; also see [5, p. ISO]). 

THEOREM 6. If {fxn}, n are in M(S) then the following are equivalent: 
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(a) iin—»/x weakly; (b) {ixn) is uniformly bounded and iXn(U)—*li(U) 
for every open set U\ (c) (i) /xn~»/x (3-weak *, (ii) {/xn} w (ï-equicontinuous, 
and (iii) /or e^ery €>0 and every compact set KQS there is an open 
set VZ)K such that \fin\(V\K) ^eforalln^l. 

From this result we can prove a characterization of weak compact
ness due to Grothendieck [5, p. 146]. 
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